Abstract|This paper compares nite element formulations for modelling eddy current problems with jumps in conductivity. We study schemes which represent the eddy current regions using nodal or edge based magnetic vector potentials. The use of an additional electric scalar potential, V , in the eddy current regions is discussed. The nodal A scheme is shown to produce misleading results at low frequencies whilst the AV and edge A schemes are acceptable.
I. Introduction
This work was motivated by the observation that the rst order nodal magnetic vector potential produces erroneous current predictions at low frequencies (skin depth much greater than element size). We shall look at the problem of modelling eddy currents at low frequencies/conductivities. Such problems can arise in medical applications where an alternating magnetic eld is used to induce currents to stimulate nerves. Non-destructive testing is another application where, for example, a corroded crack would be a region of low conductivity next to a higher conductivity region. Low frequencies must be used if the defect is say on the inside of a pipe. If V is kept as an unknown we typically solve r @A @t + rV = 0
Manuscript received March 18,1996 In this paper we look at schemes using rst and second order nodal basis functions and rst order edge variables 2] to represent A in eddy current regions.
The magnetic scalar potential is typically used in non conductors, however in the examples in this paper it's value is xed and it acts only to provide the H b n boundary source term for the A region.
III. Test problem
To highlight the problem we examine a very simple conguration that characterizes the observed problematic behaviour. A plate (approximately 16 16mm 2 with a conductivity of 5 10 7 S) between 2 in nitely permeable poles. The magnetic scalar xed on the poles making the problem 2 dimensional with H b n set via H = ?r .
The plate was modelled with 4 low conductivity inserts ( = 5 10 4 S), these should divert the current ow! We also looked at the case when the insert was removed leaving air. The formulations used 3D bricks with a single layer of elements. I apologise for the unlikely elds values, this is only a theoretical study. This result is not completely surprising, it is well known that the divergence of current is violated at a conductivity jump if a continuous nodally interpolated vector potential is used.
Next we model the problem with the air gap (modelled with magnetic scalar). The result is shown in Fig. 2 This is quite disturbing, the weakly implied zero divergence of current has failed to keep the current from leaving the plate ! FIRST ORDER A AIR GAP 100Hz
FIRST ORDER A AIR GAP 100Hz One would think that improvement might be possible if we use more than one element to model the insert. The same test problem was modelled using a second order nodal A. The results in Fig. 6 show that the current distribution for the gap case is now reasonable. The use of second order elements did not signi cantly improve the results with the low conductivity insert. To make the solution unique the normal component of A on the A interface is also set to zero. Whilst this ensures that the system is well conditioned it can lead to inaccurate results. For example the problem with the air gap notch should yield uniform ux density with a frequency of 0 Hz. Fig. 7 shows that the ux at the centre of the plate is 6:33 T compared the expected value of 12:57 T. Doubling the mesh density in fact makes the answer worse, 6:24 T ! Making the problem second order improves matters slightly 7:57 T. It should be noted that this error is associated with the \inside corner" that makes the magnetic vector potential perform a full 180 degree turn around the bottom of the slot. Problems without such features do not exhibit such drastic errors.
Satisfactory results can be obtained without the imposed gauge but the matrix conditioning is bad and leads to convergence problems using ICCG. Physically the induced eld tries to cancel the source e.m.f. However, this problem is outside the scope of this paper, which is concerned primarily with low frequency problems.
D. Scheme with a discontinuous A
If there is a jump in conductivity the normal component of A should be discontinuous on the interface (if no V term is used). We have implemented a scheme that uses a distinct magnetic vector potential for each region of constant conductivity. At the interface between regions the magnetic vector potentials are coupled using a vector Lagrange multiplier that enforces the continuity of tangential H and normal B 3]. Fig. 9 shows the results using this scheme. We have looked at some very speci c examples in order to highlight the problems in modelling jumps in conductivity and low frequencies.
The nodal A with the penalty terms, the only scheme which claims to behave well as even at zero frequency, was shown to be over-constrained. It was unable to model the uniform eld for the example shown without introducing unacceptable errors.
The best methods to model the current ow for the example problem with a jump in conductivity were the edge A and the AV schemes. The b x directed electric eld is shown in Fig. 12 , the eld is taken along a line through the centre of the insert to the plane of symmetry. It can be seen that there is excellent agreement between the two schemes. There was no signi cant di erence when the penalty term was used in the AV scheme. The e ciency of the two schemes can be compared by the number of nonzeros and the convergence of the ICCG. Table I gives details for the 100 Hz case with the low conductivity insert. It would appear that the AV scheme with the penalty is better conditioned. 
